Friday.

To Grace

Dear Grace —

Am writing

today and leave tomorrow.

This is a beautiful
city. The harbor
is perhaps the finest
in the world — the
regular sight-seeing,
and found everything
interesting — talked
at our Embassy
but did not find any
mind — I thought

From Jamaica
I regret being a letter from you—since we wrote the last news. The trip thus far has been fine—We arrive in Buenos Aires on next Wednesday; the twenty-seventh. Our war news has been rather sketchy and unreliable. I shall have to wait till we get to B.A. where there is an English paper.

What is news and exciting at home—The weather
The boss is on, I suppose, so the boss going to get what he wants — I hope so —
whenever you have to work.

Call — after this trip to Cuba — will certainly find it hard to get down to a pot — it is comfortable being lazy.

We leave this city this afternoon — tomorrow we arrive and have a day at Santos, Brazil, which is the coffee centre of the world.

If you have a chance write me and contact the Embassy at Buenos Aires — in case any
and has been delayed in arriving here so home left forwarding instructions give my best to ed at home and remember me Murray - I'll write again when we are at Buenos Aires

Affectionately,

Jay
arrived — He now
just before sending this
and the Embassy
sent down your letter
letter and a letter from
fashion!! At his invitation.
Just before sending this
and the Embassy
sent down your letter
letter and a letter from

fashion !! at his invitation
Dear Grace — you may have received a letter from me which I wrote this morning in which I said that I did not find any mail at the Embassy when I arrived. It is now just before nine o'clock and the Embassy sent down your letter and a letter from...

[Handwritten text begins to fade]
the office what arrived in today's plane—I certainly was glad to hear from you. Tell Missy I would have loved her birthday party—I in fact didn't remember that her day was in September—Tell her I was set tight in her house trouble—
ON BOARD
S. S. Argentina

Today's papers carried
the President's Message
on neutrality as the
lead story. Tell them
that his personal
popularity is tremendous
here and that the new
ideals of the administration
of the vast majority
of the people — Brazil
particularly is in
accord with every
thing.
he is doing — I find that Vargas, acting a one man government, is very forward minded and has introduced social reforms which in some instances are more advanced than ours. There is a tremendous opportunity here for American trade.
Right now it is particularly true on coal - I have been necessary to drastically curtail rail service due to the shortage.

The papers today carried the story that Brazil would immediately take steps to import U.S. coal in large amounts.

Apparently Germany and Great Britain have

more time myself in papers Jacksonville!! at his mention

\textit{VIA AIR MAIL}

\textit{ON BOARD}

\textit{S. S. Argentina}
CONTROLLS THIS MARKET but there are few English ships coming in and no German ships - there are several German freighters tied up next to us and have been interned - If our coal interests can handle it properly they should be able most orderly

more like myself in proper fashion!! At his invitation
ON BOARD
S. S. Argentina

VIA AIR MAIL

to sell a large amount of coal now and in the duration of the war but have the market after peace is declared — however if they take advantage of non-competitive condition now prevailing and send prices way up it will only be a matter of time until

meet him at the "facsimile!! At his invitation
England any February
will re-open the
trade.

Why don’t you
use the car— I thought
you said you were
going to take Nelson
for a while— use it.
If not need it!!

I’ll have to rush this
off to get it into the
mail before leaving.
I’ll write as soon

mum likes myself in person
fauxon!! At his mention
As I set to Buenos Aires which will be Wednesday the 27th, 
give my best to the Boss, Nancy and all at home.

Affectionately,

Ray
Voir ci-après.

**CONHECI O BRASIL!**

**CORREO AEREO**

**AIR MAIL**

Miss Grace Tully
The White House
Washington, D.C.

VIA AEREA
Dear Grace,

Arrived here today and have comfortable quarters at the City Hotel. We were met at the dock by a member of the Embassy staff and a representative of the Argentine Foreign Office. We were very friendly and in their notice.

I have recognized some men like myself in proper fashion!! At his invitation...
The building I suggest the distinguished visitors tour.

The attendants were proud to

tell of the visit of the President

and his wife in the present

our Administration.

This is a very large city. The weather

quite cool requiring a top

overcoat.

Last evening I attended

a cocktail party at the

American Club which has

stands to its courtesies. Cocktail

parties began here at seven o'clock

and run till about nine. Dinner

is any time thereafter. How well I

ever stay awake?

All talk of the American Club

and at the National City Bank

introductions are:

the past ten year of prime impor

business men enter this ti
...the feeling of self-importance with reference to their influence among the other Latin-American countries. As yet I have not noticed any strong support in this country for our liberal social policy but it seems to be a matter of increased discussion. There is a great improvement in the type of American trade representation over a period of the past ten years. I have been told that it is prime importance that our...
Dear [Recipient],

This is a matter of utmost importance and I need your help. I asked [person] to send me down some papers related to [subject].

I am here at home and I am writing this letter to ask for your assistance. Please give me every piece of information that you can provide.

I received a letter today from [person] who enclosed a letter of introduction. He wants to meet [person] to discuss [subject].

Please let me know as soon as possible how [person] is doing and how you are feeling.

[Other text]

Best regards,

[Your Name]
I think now is a proper time to tell you that I am not at present very well and that I may have to go to a hospital for a while. I am writing to try to get an answer to the question of what will happen to me if I cannot return to work.

I am enclosing a letter that I hope will clarify the situation for you. It was written by a friend of mine who is a doctor in the Army. He has expressed concern about my health and has suggested that I seek medical advice.

I am hoping to hear from you soon and to discuss these matters further. Please let me know if there is anything else that you need.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
And kiss his hands or some
other part of his anatomy.

Safely

We said two weeks from

Friday, I'll set off a note
to you after the conference
got under way—take

good care of yourself.

Affectionately,

Ray.

This every the President of
the conference called on me to
play his respects, he spoke no
English and I speak very
little Spanish: If you could
have been the performance it would
have been a circus. It ended up
with bowing and bowing, each
talking in strange language
what he thought of the other. Can you picture
it.

I called on

Armstrong and

critical here.

such a

to your

Bowers and

afternoon.

with him

home for a

The effort

Monday my

We are

Capitol Bell
I called on Ambassador
Armstrong and he was very
very surprised, as usual. I had a chat with Mr.

Truch who sent his regard

... and... about... to

you and... "Ambassador,

Lucas,"... Friday.

of you, which

She then had a

afternoon and I am to dine

with him at Mr. Armstrong's

home on Friday evening.

The conference ends on

Monday evening through the

week-

We spent yesterday

at Montevideo, Uruguay

where we spent some time at

the very magnificent

Capitolio. After a tour.
Where I was the greater
opportunity for United States
merchandise and trade when drawn
in trade down here as a result
of the war — and agree that it
is an opportunity having greater
possibilities than that surrounding
the World War in 1914 and all
agree that if it is handled
as badly as at that time it
may constitute the last
opportunity to capture its
pre-eminent place in Argentine
trade. I have a number of
agreements with several
Argentine firms and am impressed with their

R. T. Cahill
City Hotel
Buenos Aires
Argentina
S. A.

Possibilities were made permanent
the World War in 1914 and all
agree that if it is handled
as badly as at that time it
may constitute the last
opportunity to capture the
pre-eminent place in Argentine
trade. I have a number of
conversations with several
Argentines, and proposed
and impressed with this.
Miss Grace T. Tully
The White House
Washington, D.C.
for: Estados Unidos
Mila America

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]
Dear Grace —

I'm glad to hear from you with all the news — Jack sailing in an hour — Please write the day and date — We should be bombed for sure —

The Congress was something to describe — I'd wait two
I got back — I came in New York on the 30th
October and she down in Wash
follows day — have occasion
talk to Mrs —
ask her how my coming — if it won't be a bad
in the place or
soap the room
This house key
to be something
I gotten myself
never at Santos, a
a day with
October and should be the
down in Washington following day - If you
have occasion to
talk to Mrs. Baker
ask her how my house is
coming - I'll bet they
won't be a bath towel
in the place or a piece of
soap the running water
This house keeping is going
to be something - what have
I gotten myself into —
We stopped at
at Santos, and Rio for
a day with a day
Miss Grace Tully,
The White House,
Washington, D.C.
Dear Grace:

I believe that the attached will be of interest to you.

The handsome man whose picture appears on the cover of this magazine, and concerning whom an interesting comment is made on page 2, is one of the bulwarks of the New Deal Administration.

I am calling it to your attention due to the well-known modesty of the person himself, with the suggestion that in view of his capacity as a public representative, which is attested to on page 2 of the attached, the President may desire to keep him in mind for future campaign purposes.

Only this man's well-known shyness has kept this interesting document from your attention prior to this time.

Miss Grace Tully,
White House,
Washington, D.C.